
Multiple Load Handlers

More Speed. More Visibility. Less Damage.
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Single-Double with Load 
Stabilizer for single high 
stacks

FDS - 1-2
Single-Double Pallet Handler
Model FDS • 1-2 Pallets

FQS - 2-4
Single-Double Long Forks Pallet 
Handler Model FQS • 2-4 Pallets

FTS - 1、2 3

Single-Double-Triple Pallet Handler
Model FTS • 1-2-3 Pallets

FZS - 2、4 6

Single-Double-Triple Long Forks 
Pallet Handler Model FZS • 2-4-6 
Pallets

Single-Double with Load 
Hold-Down for double high 
stacks

Whatever the application, we can handle it.

Whether loading a truck, transporting pallets, storing in a warehouse or staging products, Cascade Multiple Load Handlers move more 
loads in less time. These highly versatile attachments allow you to achieve the productivity games of double or triple load handling 
without sacrificing the ability to handle single pallets. For fast and efficient material handling, choose Cascade.



The clear choice: Move more loads faster, minimize damage and stay competitive.

Cascade Multiple Load Handlers are engineered to help you perform in real working 
conditions, delivering what you need to move more loads faster while minimizing damage. 
Handle a single pallet, or spread the forks hydraulically to lift, carry and sideshift multiple 
pallets side by side.

More flexibility
Load backrest available in different configurations 

    for handling different kinds of loads.
Full line of Multiple Load Handlers can handle from 

    one to six loads.
Additional options include various fork lengths and 

    load stabilizers.

Faster service
Easy-to-service hydraulic cylinders enable quick 

    servicing.
Interchangeable forks can be rotated for increased 

    life.

Longer service life
In tests, our product lasted 2.5x longer than the 

    previous industry standard – over time, that level of 
durability translates into a great value.
Full-length, fully enclosed UHMW bearings provide 

    maximum support, reducing wear on bearing surface.
Pin mounted inner forks for optimal strength and better

    fork movement.
Low cost service.

1-6

2.5

UHMW

High Capacity Applications

Beverage Industry

Construction Industry

Recycling Industry

Food Handling Industry

Port/Logistics

Bolt-on interchangable forks for easy 
servicing, rotating and increased fork 
life.

Lasting

Inner fork spring mechanism 
to provide smooth inner fork 
sequencing.

Fluid

Rigid inner fork mounting for
increased fork stability.

Secure

Adjustable fork stop blocks 
to fit different pallet sizes.

Flexible

Visibility for floor loading Visibility for trailer loadingVisibility for second tier loading

Arm bars are positioned for better 
functional and perceived line of sight 
to give drivers a clear view of the fork 
tips so they can approach loads 
quickly and avoid damage.

Visibly Superior

UHMW

Full-length, fully 
enclosed UHMW 
bearings for longer 
life.

Durable
Welded steel frame for increased 
strength, reliability and reduced load 
deflection.

Sturdy


